The conventional population-based normal range has recently been shown to be a generally defective reference criterion for assessing individual laboratory test resuIts. Applying a previously derived formula to published data, we find that the use of age-, sex-specific normal ranges may fail to produce a substantial improvement in sensitivity over nonspecific ranges, even when age-sex In other words, a deviation from his usual mean larger than 3.9 times his standard deviation would be required to place him outside the conventional normal range. For individuals whose mean values are not equal to the population mean, the required changes in standard deviation units would differ, of course, but in the large majority of cases such changes would exceed two standard deviations.
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The conventional population-based normal range has recently been shown to be a generally defective reference criterion for assessing individual laboratory test resuIts. Applying a previously derived formula to published data, we find that the use of age-, sex-specific normal ranges may fail to produce a substantial improvement in sensitivity over nonspecific ranges, even when age-sex differences in mean values are statistically significant. This occurs when the difference in means is not accompanied by a sufficient reduction in the variation among individuals within a given class. Turning therefore to comparison of an individual's current measurement with his own previous value(s), I suggest a simple statistical model that leads to sequential testing of each new observation against an exponentially weighted moving average of previous results. Estimates of biological and analytical components of variance are required. The ability of this method to detect trends in very short series Is explored with the aid of computer-simulated laboratory data. A sample of these data is also used to illustrate the application of these estimation and testing procedures by means of a graph.
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The appropriateness of the population-based normal range as a reference for interpreting an individual measurement depends on the ratio of intra-to interindividual variation in the constituent measured (1) . The average value of this ratio may be defined as r = In other words, a deviation from his usual mean larger than 3.9 times his standard deviation would be required to place him outside the conventional normal range. For individuals whose mean values are not equal to the population mean, the required changes in standard deviation units would differ, of course, but in the large majority of cases such changes would exceed two standard deviations.
As the ratio r increases, particularly as r exceeds 1. 4 If we assume that the initial r-value is only slightly less than 1.0 (1, Table 2 ), this reduction is barely sufficient to justify specific normal ranges for men and pre-and post-menopausal women.
Effect of Age on Values for Serum Albumin
Highly significant declines in serum albumin with advancing age in both sexes have been frequently reported.
The following two sets of data provide an interesting contrast.
The range (and SD) of age-class means in Leonard's data is more than twice as great as in the data of Wilding et a!., while the average SD within each age class is smaller by about a third. The weights specified by the model defined in equations 1 and 2 may be summarized as shown in Table 2 . The parameter c equals cr3,(1)iu3,. For simplicity, the subscript i has been omitted from all terms except c and cr3,().
The form of the weighted average given in Table 2 The answer depends on the "signal-to-noise" ratio of the linear trend, that is, the ratio of the slope b to the analytic error cr. The critical value of this ratio (i.e., that value such that any higher value ensures a favorable probability of detecting a linear trend by the third observation) depends on the ratio c = (crjcrA)2, increasing as c increases.
A mathematical explanation is given in the Appendix.
A Computer-Generated Example
To obtain data for testing mathematically derived results, I generated 100 sets of four hypothetical serum calcium determinations by random sampling.
The sequential observations x1, x2, x3, and x4 in each set were drawn at random from gaussian populations with means m1, m2, m3, and m4 (defined below) and etc., will increase the probability of at least one false rejection of the null hypothesis with the attendant cost of retesting. 
Using a Graph

